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W hat are we trying to acco m plish?
• Develop network and secu rity research ideas into operational
paradigms that can enhance discipline research, academics and
healthcare- the three core missions of the university.
• Create a vision of the futu re fo r net work and security operations
• Create new platforms and frameworks to better support discipline
resea rch collaborations, and, network and security operations
• Enable network and security research to explore unfettered

Flux Research Group
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* Network and security are more prevalent than the past due to increasing security attacks, increased regulatory
presence, i.e. PCI, HIPAA, FISMA, FERPA, etc.
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NOTE: These bullets are questions and not statements. Questions explore. Statements tell.
“The art and science of asking questions is the source of all knowledge.” Thomas Berger
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•

Science DMZ as a slice
• Delivering Science DMZ as a Slice in the data center today
• now in a position to deliver Science DMZ throughout campus environment over appropriate
hardware through traditional MPLS and virtual routing delivery
• one more piece of hardware needed to be able to deliver programmability to any directly connected
equipment
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Photo: Chris Coleman (Univ of Utah)
Major Research Instrumentation (MRI): Apt: Utah internal collaboration to create a profile driven testbed for
network/security experiments and HPC development
Enabling prototypes of dynamic bare metal HPC image with ability to expand/shrink and simultaneously
supporting other experiments
Enabling multiple papers for various network and security experiments
https://www.aptlab.net/ -http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1338155&HistoricalAwards=false
http://aptlab.net
Information Technology Research: Cloudlab: Utah led collaboration to create a national profile-driven testbed
supporting multiple hardware platforms and Software Defined Networking
Enabling multiple papers for various cloud experiments
Enabling future prototype of dynamic HPC image in multiple locations
Enabling power investigation of low power processors in a cloud
https://www.cloudlab.us/ --
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CC- N IE Part 2: "0 pt-in"
• What does "Opt-in" really mean?
• Getting to what you really want with the right network and security
characteristics

• Opt-in implies:
•
•
•
•

data driven
service driven
Security characteristics
network characteristics

• Opt-in drives the need for strong, dynamic network operations
support, provisioning, management, and visibility
Flux Research Group
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KnowU Proposal: Collaborate with the UIT Network, Security, and Identity and Access Management teams to
develop a prototype platform to explore emerging network technologies, and network and security management
approaches in the context of the University of Utah campus network
KnowU Proposal IT Goals:
• Experiment with using both “conventional” networking and software defined networking (SDN) approaches in
the same network.
• Experiment with the use of “white-box” network equipment together with equipment from traditional
vendors.
• Develop fine-grained security zone enforcement and monitoring mechanisms using SDN for both wired and
wireless networks.
• Move towards automated network and security management
KnowU Proposal Research Goals
• Apply knowledge-centric approach to perform automated network management functions in a semiproduction network environment
• Develop network management application(s) to realize fine-grained security zones on both wired and wireless
networks.
• Explore application specific monitoring and management.
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KnowU Architecture

• Knowledge-centric approach
• All data/knowledge/information about network stored in a knowledge graph

(KG)
• Network management:
applicat ions interacting via KG
use, add, m odify data in KG
result in network configuration changes (OpenFiow/NETCONF)

Fl ux Research Group
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Need for tools operating at tru e flow level
• Tom Lehman (MAX): "I don't want to control every flow on the
network, I want to control ANY flow on the network"
• How to look at flows regardless of protocol?
• How to look at flows across dynamic topologies?
• How to actively measure dynamic topo logies to provide baselines of
network characteristics?

Flux Resea rch Group
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Documentation:
• http://sdntraceprotocol.readthedocs.org/en/latest/
• https://media.readthedocs.org/pdf/sdntraceprotocol/latest/sdntraceprotocol.pdf
• https://bitbucket.org/dgurkan/sdntrace_protocol/overview
Original problem charter:
https://spaces.internet2.edu/display/sdn/Project+Charter+Draft
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Active Measureme nt in network sliced
world/network virtual wo rld
• Measuring a base network substrate yields a baseline for all virtua l
networks crossing that portion of topology
• What visibility exists when the virtual environment goes over another portion of
topology that does not have measurement?
• What visibility exists when the virtual environment crosses administrative domains?
• What happens when t he topology changes?

• How does one actively measure particular vi rtual environments?
• How does one actively measure multiple environments without causing
more measurement than production traffic?
• How does one inject measurement into a "virtual network of interest"?
• Exploring a framework based on BLIPP, UNIS, HELM
Research and prototype implementation: Miao Zhang, Bruce Mah, Joe Breen, Ezra Kissel, Brian Tierney, Eric Pouyoul
Other collaborators: Eric Boyd, Martin Swany, Luke Fowler, Ed Balas
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Examples of other research that look at the network based on flows and how to automate network management,
visibility, operations, etc.
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Challenges and shortcomings of today's
technologies (a.k.a. opportunities)
• Challenges
• Researcher expectations vs how IT operations go...
• Hooks into Federated Identity and Access Management

• How to better obtain clarity and transparency of what each vendor truly supports?
• Clear data sheets regarding SON offerings
Clear descriptions of exactly w hat Open Flow features supported, how these featu res map in memory
• Test results to be provided wit h ti me, message, and state diagrams, etc. (These may be NDA but have them
available for customers.)
• Clear descriptions of what controllers supported well

• Truly flow based toolsets, visibility into the flows, collections of statistics per f lows, standard f lowbased APis
• Ability for hardware to ful ly support features such as multi-table, meter table supporting fu ll rate
limiting of traffic, more flexible match capabilities,
• Easy consistent access to topology information
• Security, i.e. ra te limits on control plane, additional visibility for the data plane, etc.
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Summary
• Research <->Operations<-> Missions of the University of Utah
• Develop network and security research ideas into operational paradigms that can
enhance discipline research, academics and healthca re - the three core missions of
the university.
• Bring back harder questions to feed into research

• What do you really want?
• Data-driven
• Services driven
• Specific network and security characteristics

• These drivers require flow based tools and frameworks to provide the
management, operations, visibility, provision ing, etc. at the granularity,
performance, and security level desired.
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